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Around the Rink
Last season more than 100 NAX 
alumni played for junior or 
university teams. This number is 
expected to once again grow 
when junior and university 
seasons officially kick off.

NAX Alumni Spotlight
The November 2020 NAX alumni spotlight player is Erin 
Fargey. Erin spent the 2016/17 and 2017/18 season with 
the NAX Female Prep team where she was named the 
CSSHL Top Goaltender both years, and played for Team 
Alberta U18 in 2017. In 34 games with NAX Erin posted a 
2.55 goals against average and a 0.916 save percentage. 
Erin is currently in her third season with the University of 
Manitoba, having played 15 games and recording a 1.57 
goals against average and a 0.932 save percentage. 

NAX goalie coaches Allen York and Dave Rathjen have 
been working hard to develop the NAX goalies with a 
focus on tracking rebound control and rotation work 
with both up and down movements. A smaller focus 
was puck handling to ensure goalies weren’t over 
moving (control/containing movement). 

Prince George Spruce Kings forward Darwin Lakoduk has officially committed to NCAA 
Division 1 school American International College for the 2021/22 season. Darwin spent two 
seasons at NAX winning a CSSHL Elite 15s Championship in 15/16. He would later be named 
the VIJHL Rookie of the Year in 2017/18 before making the jump to the BCHL. 

U18 Female Prep forward Elissa Benjamin has committed to the University of Windsor 
Lancers for the 2021/22 season. Elissa is in her first season with NAX. 

Matthew Savoie was named the Merit Contractors Association AJHL Rookie of the Week on 
November 16 after recording four points in two games. The 2019 WHL first overall pick spent 
two seasons at NAX. 
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Around the Diamond

NAX Academy

U15 Prep

U15

November saw the U15 Prep team finally play some games, having a good weekend against 
Edge. After a 3-0 weekend and an upcoming game on the following Wednesday the team 
reviewed their defensive zone and neutral zone defending and retouched on the penalty kill. The 
week after the games the team had their skills coaches work on fundamentals, quick catch and 
release shooting, stick on puck and basic defending and the goalies worked with Allen on 
post-play and with Dave on puck handling. The team introduced a new small area game that 
focused on quick plays around the net and quick transitioning to defense off a turnover, which 
helped bring together what the skills coaches had been working on earlier in the week with each 
position of player. The week before the shutdown the team spent some time on picking up pucks 
off the wall from rim plays, shoulder checking to find pressure, and then making a pass from that 
wall position. They did forward and defense splits each day and worked on high to low pickups for 
shots with the forwards. With the defense the team worked on breakouts and picking up chipped 
pucks off the glass in the offensive zone so they could transition to a shot more smoothly.

The NAX baseball web page is now live, as is registration for the spring 2021 evaluation camp for 
the 20221/22 season. You can register by visiting the NAX website at naxbaseball.com. 

November was a complicated month for the team due to COVID restrictions. The coaching staff 
altered the program to accommodate smaller groups for one-on-one work and to ensure 
seperation/distancing.  Players were given three time slots each to get their baseball reps and 
workouts in. 

Since COVID has limited the ability to work as a team on team defense, skill work was focused on 
breaking down individual movements in swings and throwing actions, and lots of footwork and 
agility drills to move better. Pitchers have begun their off season throwing programs.

In the weight room guys have been making great strides thanks to the help of the Premier Strength 
staff. 

The games against OHA were not the result the team wanted, nor expected, but the group battled 
and got better as the weekend went along. Lots of positives to take from the games and the 
exposure to contact will only benefit the team moving forward. Most of the focus from the games is 
to work more contact into the practice scenarios and build confidence.

Brian Shackel continued with the boys working on proper weight transfer and single leg work and 
began to touch on their starts. Defensemen focused on breakouts and moving their feet before 
they make the first pass. Forwards worked on wall play and how to properly position their bodies to 
make a play before taking contact.

Collectively, the team worked on puck movement through the neutral zone and making plays 
under pressure. Not a ton of practice time with the recent lock down but made progress none the 
less. 
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U16

U18 Prep 

Female U18 Prep

November saw the U16 team working on tight area puck movement and support as well as the 
pressure and defensive habits within that. How to play quick in dirty areas, and moving pucks on 
the first touch, how to create scoring in small spaces, and how to use each other away from the 
puck to open up ice. Taking shots that are given to create second and third chances and playing 
more downhill than perimeter. Outside of small area games, touching on structure and transitional 
play and making reads on opponents pressure were other focuses. 

The highlight of the month for the team was defensemen Morgan Brady being listed by the Red 
Deer Rebels. This is Morgan’s second season at NAX after playing for the Bantam Prep (U15 
Prep) team last season.

U18 Prep practice was focused on multiple concepts including defensive play in zone and 
breakouts. A big focus was emphasized on special teams with power play in zone and breakouts 
and in zone penalty kill and forcheck. Team focuses were spent on supporting the puck to play 
fast, and the need to support fast, and advancing pucks.  

Skills work was all position specific. Defensemen focused on blue line shots, being deceptive 
corner retrieval’s and making a play from it . Forwards worked on picking up pucks off walls, low 
attacks and high zone attacks on net. Centers working on faceoffs.  

The highlight of the month was winning two of three games against SAHA, including a 10-1 win, 
bringing the teams record to 5-1. 

Lastly, Coach Tassone would like to add he is the ‘3 puck’ master. 

The females looked to work on angling and closing contact from stick length to hip length to 
strong body position of pucks. They worked on different transition scenarios to encourage heads 
up play and make good decisions on puck movement or puck placement. Ramped up with many 
small area and full ice game-play to encourage compete/speed and puck advancement. 

Defensemen worked on mobility to create offence within the offensive zone and the forwards 
work on creating scoring within traffic and from below goal line/off half ways and attacking from 
high in the zone.

The last two practices before shutdown saw lots of full ice 4vs4 and 3vs3, and even 2vs2. 


